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International Yoga Day

Y

oga is not
about exercise
but to discover
the sense of oneness
with ourselves, the
world and Nature.
Recently, the UN has
declared 21st June as
the International Yoga
D a y, p r o p o s e d b y
Prime Minister

Narendra Modi and,
supported by 177 Member
States.
The ﬁrst Yoga Day was
observed world over on
June 21, 2015. The iconic
Rajpath stretched 1.4 km
long with 35985
enthusiastic participants
including Prime Minister
of India and a large number

of dignitaries from 84
nations. Thus, the Ministry
of Ayush, Government of
India was awarded two
Guinness World Records:
'Largest Yoga Class' and
'Most Nationalities in Yoga
Lesson'; earlier it was
29973, set in Gwailior,
back in November 2005.
The participants

performed 21 Yoga asanas
for 35 minutes.
Yoga is an invaluable
gift of ancient Indian
tradition; WHO has
recognized Yoga as one of
several traditional
therapeutic systems
originates in India and
Yoga training and therapy
departments are being

opened in reputed,
established medical
institutions and hospitals.
It can be used to manage
stress, psycho-somatic and
lifestyle related disorders.
Non-communicable
diseases very well respond
to the Yoga therapy. HRD,
Government of India
advised the education

Sanjay Gandhi Memorial Foundation,
West Bengal Observed 35th Punyatithi
The main thrust
of the social activities
of the Sanjay Gandhi
TCVN: On June
M e m o r i a l
23 at the Kala Mandir,
Foundation includes
the Sanjay Gandhi
blood donation camp,
Memorial Foundation
health checkup camp,
observed the late
free distribution of
national leader’s 35th
blankets and sarees to
Death Anniversary, at
the under-privileged
Kala Kunj.
and the needy. This
Present on the
includes public
remembrance were
interest litigation
Dr Priti Nayek,
(PIL) cases for the
Shamsur Alam,
Jatishprakash, Moni Sanjay Gandhi Memorial Foundation at Kala Kunj, Picture by: Pradip Bose s o c i e t y , w o m e n
empowerment
Chatterjee, Shom
Mangaljee, Md Aqur Jamal, ﬁlm actor Ratri Goswami and through education and vocational training. Among other
others spoke about Sanjay Gandhi’s contributions towards activities the organization involves itself in planting of
the national cause and about his dynamic potential as a saplings to the 7 lacs all over India, drive against illicit
politician and social activist who was nipped in the bud. liquor and hooch dens, awareness campaign on antiMritunjay Kumar Pandey as Treasurer of the Foundation spitting expected to be launched coupled cases related to
spoke about the Sanjay Gandhi’s patriotism and human trafﬁcking according to Abhishek Siraji, a member
of the foundation.
philanthropy for the people of India.
BY ANIT MUKERJEA

institutes to include Yoga
under the major
curriculums.
The Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi participates in the mass
yoga demonstration at Rajpath
on the occasion of
International Yoga Day, in
New Delhi on June 21, 2015.
(Sources: PIB)
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Remembrance

Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Dekhna hai zor kitna baazu-eqaatil mein hai
Karta nahin kyun doosra kuch
baat-cheet
Dekhta hun main jise woh chup teri
mehﬁl mein hai
Aye shaheed-e-mulk-o-millat main
tere oopar nisaar
Ab teri himmat ka charcha ghair ki
mehﬁl mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil meTin hai
Waqt aanay dey bata denge tujhe
aye aasman
Hum abhi se kya batayen kya
hamare dil mein hai
Khainch kar layee hai sab ko qatl
hone ki ummeed
Aashiqon ka aaj jumghat koocha-eqaatil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Hai liye hathiyaar dushman taak
mein baitha udhar
Aur hum taiyyaar hain seena liye
apna idhar
Khoon se khelenge holi gar vatan
muskhil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Haath jin mein ho junoon katt te
nahi talvaar se
Sar jo uth jaate hain voh jhukte nahi
lalkaar se
Aur bhadkega jo shola-sa humaare
dil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Hum to ghar se nikle hi the
baandhkar sar pe kafan
Jaan hatheli par liye lo barh chale
hain ye qadam
Zindagi to apni mehmaan maut ki
mehﬁl mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Yuun khadaa maqtal mein qaatil
kah rahaa hai baar baar
Kya tamannaa-e-shahaadat bhi
kisee ke dil mein hai
Dil mein tuufaanon ki toli aur
nason mein inqilaab
Hosh dushman ke udaa denge
humein roko na aaj
Duur reh paaye jo humse dam
kahaan manzil mein hai
Wo jism bhi kya jism hai jismein na
ho khoon-e-junoon
Kya lade toofaanon se jo kashti-esaahil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai.
Dekhna hai zor kitna baazuay
qaatil mein hai.
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Bengal Tributes Saheed Shyama Prasad Mukherjee

SUMIT BARADIA - TCVN: Rahul Sinha, State President (BJP) paying
tribute to Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee on his 63rd death anniversary at
Keoratola Crematorium, on June 23, 2015. Dr. Mukherjee served as the ﬁrst
Minister of Commerce and Industry of the Independent India. He died in
Jammu and Kashmir while protesting against restrictions imposed on the
rest of the country from settling in the State.
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Recycle Tant Waste Designer Exhibition

BY ANIT MUKERJEA
TCVN: On 5th June,
Khushee extends helping
hand keeping in mind the
World Environment theme:
“7 Billion Dreams. 1
Planet. Consume with
Care”. India Green Reality
showcased designer
exhibition - Recycled Tant
Waste Fashion, displaying
garments devised out of
rejected materials from the
handlooms of Phulia was
held at Mani Square. This

CK Birla Hospital Launches
Ambulence Service

TCVN: CK Birla Hospitals
launched its ambulance
service with the intention to
redeﬁne emergency medical
care in the city. Dr Ashendu
Pandey, CEO, stated that CK
Birla Hospitals are
continually augmenting
services in Kolkata, being the
hospital of choice for
emergency care with the
launch of this new ambulance
service.

r e c y c l e d Ta n t Wa s t e
Fashion is targeted towards
assisting neglected
weavers from Phulia earn
some revenue to improve
their lifestyle. It also
supports a sick industry by
p r o m o t i n g h a n d l o o m Jamuna Banquet Celebrates
products in keeping with
10th Anniversary
“Make in India” vision in
utilizing 100% homegrown
resources from Phulia.
Fashioned by Nandan the
exhibition showcased
quality products. Pix:
Prodip Bose

Street Children Triggers Celebrity Fashion Show
TCVN: The 22nd Bharat Nirman Awards 2015 comes as a tribute to
talented achievers and institutions from all walks of life, was staged at the
Kala Mandir auditorium to a packed audience. This year the Lifetime
Achievement Award was presented to Chuni Goswami (Sports). The Best
Couple Awards went to Arjun Chakraborty (Acting – Cinema & TV).
Among other awardees were PC Sorkor (Magic), Paoli Dam (Acting Indian Cinema), Usha Ganguly (Theater), and Nilanjana Chakraborty
(Jewellery) and others. Pix: Prodip Bose

8th Hello Kolkata 'Short Films' Festival

BY ANIT MUKERJEA

TCVN: Karan, the Executive Producer from Mumbai & Hello Kolkata
had recently presented ‘HK SHORT-SCOPE’- in its 8th Short Films’
Festival on 5 June, 2015 at Boys Own Library Hall. 7 Short Films, selected
from 23 ﬁlms, ranging from 2 minutes till 21 minutes, on different riveting
topics of socio-cultural interests were screened, informed Yoga-Guru
Chandan Das, Chief Judge. (Above) Aitro Naskar and Sonu Saraswati Das
awarded with "Hello Kolkata Best Newcomer" during the festival.

Seedz - Fashion Press Meet

By Ram Prasad Bismil
(Jun 11, 1897 - Dec 19, 1927)

TCVN: Street
children, nurtured by Hope
Kolkata Foundation was
apparently instrumental in
triggering the ﬁrst ever; a
celebrity fashion show with
a difference. Seedz, a
charity fashion show by
celebrities and street
children, conceptualized by
Dalia Mukherjee and
produced by Spicy
Entertainment at the
Novotel Banquets.
Eminent personalities
of Bollywood, Tollywood,
television stars, renowned
vocalists, fashion designers
were the cynosure of all
eyes in their best sartorial
haute couture Indian
designer wear.

TCVN: Jamuna Banquet
recently celebrated its 10th
Anniversary with much
fanfare showcasing vocal
talent by eminent and
aspiring singers on May 22 in
the presence of Tollywood
star Jay Badlani. Tapash
Sinha belted out popular
Bollywood numbers along
with other renowned
vocalists like Rupankar and
Debajit Dutta who ﬂoored the
audience with his sensitive
rendition of a Tagore song:
Towards the climax of Amaro Pawrano Ja ha Chai.
the fashion show long last
Soha Ali Khan, Rituparna Italian Menu Introduced
Sengupta made a special
By Spaghetti
guest appearance preceded
by other star personalities Pryanshu Chatterjee,
Kartik Das Baul, Indrani
Dutta, Abir Chatterjee and
may other corporate
honchos and renowned
socialites. The best part of
the event was the Nobel TCVN: Spagetti Kitchen’s
cause targeted towards the menu comes with wholesome
children of a lesser God Italian and Mediterranean
who shared the limelight ﬂavors. Going well beyond
and, sharing space with the conventional pastas and
celebrities amidst the thin crust pizzas, Spagetti
r a z z m a t a z z , g l i t z a n d offers a wide range to choose
glamour of a fashion show from. This Kitchen at the
that stretched for more than Forum Mall will cater to your
2 hours and held the captive taste buds in the backdrop of
spectators in awe. Pix: enjoying live music with a
Pradip Bose
special offer on drinks.
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Guru Arjan Punyatithi
Tuesday, June 16

SPECIAL DISCOUNT!

Ramadan
Wednesday, Starting from June 17
World Refugee Day
Saturday, June 20
International Yoga Day
Sunday, June 21
Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee
Punyatithi
Tuesday, June 23
Sanjay Gandhi Punyatithi
Tuesday, June 23

TCVN: Seedz, an initiative for a better tomorrow recently help a Press
Meet on charity fashion show, at Novetel Hotel. Pix: Pradip Bose
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is a national campaign
covering development of statutory infrastructure:
household pit latrines, sanitary latrines, hand pump,
drains, soakage pits, solid and liquid waste disposal.
Obeisance to

the Ganga
river
Join the intensive campaign, lets generate
sanitary
awareness and educate for a healthy society
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Shooting of Two Bengali Films

BY ANIT MUKERJEA

TCVN: The shooting
of two Bengali ﬁlms:
Dewana Premi and Nacho
Bangla Live Banao Grand
Final, directed by Palash
Bhattacharia under the
banner of Abhijit Films
Production took place at
Gitanjali Hall, Belghoria.
Those who participated

in this during showcased
their dance skills and, these
were Anurupa Saha,
Aditya, Dola Banik, Neha
Nayek and others.
Present on the occasion
were Pauramata (32 Ward),
Kamarhati Pauropita, Kanu
Das, Kailash Sharma,
producer Abhijit
Mukherjee, and the actress
of Deewani Premi.

The lead pair in the
latter ﬁlm are Pratik
Chatterjee and Srijani
Banerjee.
Bob Chakraborty has
taken charge of the music
direction. Story, screenplay
and dialogues has been
penned by Sujit
Chakraborty. Rana Das was
the anchor behind this
event. Pix: Pradip Bose

Naxal Movement: Old Wine in New Bottle
TCVN: The Naxalite
movement of the turbulent
70’s has been done to death
and, given a celluloid
dimension in a plethora of
ﬁlms in the past. The new
avatar of this revolutionary
force surfaces like old wine
in new bottle in Debaditya
Bandhopadhyay’s latest
venture NAXAL screened
at the Priya Cinema,
manages to revive the dying
embers of these extremist
rebels in the 21 st Century
as perceived by the director
in his neo-realistic
treatment.

Mithun Chakraborty
has been slotted in the
eponymous role that does
not covey much as age is
catching up with the actor
no longer in his beans,

Naxal
by Debaditya Bandhopadhyay

having lost much of the ﬁre
and brimstone of his earlier
ﬁery roles of an angry man
up against the system and
the powers that be.
The dizzy fast paced

action, visuals and rapid
verbal interactions are far to
taxing for the eyes and
brains to absorb the visual
assault the audience is
subjected to, in bringing
across the idea of a rebel
with a lost cause that the
Naxal movement once
embodied. His ordeal to
cope with the menacing
circumstances of the
present times and situation
is another one of those vain
cinematic efforts that may
well be lost and buried in
the pile of ﬁlms that have
gone into oblivion.

Renowned Music Director Felicitated

BY ANIT MUKERJEA

TCVN: A musical
soire ‘Ekhono Sarangita
Bajchey' presented by the
Khanpur Sandhani
Welfare Society was
staged at the Aban Mahal

The Craze Venture: SAS Fashion Calender Shoot - Studio Annapurna
Studio - Model Arohi Designer Vivacity (Lifestyle Brand)

Fashion is a fast moving
industry with lead times,
accuracy, availability and
reliability. Fashion supply
chains are extended and has
become complex over ages. It
forms a mediator among
distribution channels and the
end-customers; leaders of the
industry, offering unmatched
business opportunities.
Event Architect creates a
unique dais, Craze Hunt in
association with The Craze
Venture, grooming partner
SLPL. Craze Hunt enhances
the professional attributes of an
individual; professionals are
given appropriate
recognitions.
“Fashion shows are
exceptional entertainment
events, with very high metrics
and audience engagement,”
added Sagnik Chowdhury,
Ofﬁcial Spokesperson, Event
Architect.

auditorium in South
Kolkata. Renowned
music director Abhijit
Bandhpadhyay who
composed the lyrics and
music of many Tollywood
ﬁlms was felicitated on
the occasion. Tagore and

Nazrulgeeti and other
modern Bengali songs
were rendered by amateur
vocalists Aparna Sen and
Dipanwita Bhowmick
showed promise in their
song renditions. Pix:
Pradip Bose

New Bengali Feature Phande Releasing soon
BY ANIT MUKERJEA

TCVN: Under the
banner of R.G.B. Film
Production, the new
Bengali feature ﬁlm:
Phande - Premer
Digbaji is the maiden
venture of director
Gobindo Sil which is
expected to be released
soon commercially.
The story, screenplay
has also been penned by
Gobindo Sil which is
based on a situation which
is both romantic and
comic. The casting ropes
in Kuldip, Antara, Tulika
Basu, Bhaskar Banerjee,
Bistu, Biswanath,
Bodisapta Majumdar, Nil
Banerjee, Chumki and

Amazing Dais Craze Hunt
BY TCV CORRESPONDENCE

The Craze Venture [3

Craze Hunt is considered
competitive for being
economic in terms of ﬁnancial
investments, frequency and
reach. It is a monthly program,
reaching out to new talents. It
features aspiring models;
undertaking still and video
campaign shoots, primarily
focused on enhancing the
living standards of the society.
The online campaign will run
throughout the following
month.
T h e C r a z e Ve n t u r e
organized to stage discussions
every month on affairs that
have impact on the society. The
discussion will be scheduled to
be participated by the youths
and a panel of dignitaries,
hosting the discussion. To
encourage the specially-abled
youths, The Craze Venture and
Event Architect are keen in
acknowledging their
achievements, introduced
Ekalavya Samman in honor of
Dr. Syama Prasad Mukherjee.

Nripen Pal.
Produced by Rajesh
Kumar Paswan, along
with executive
producer Kaushik
Dasgupta the
shooting of this ﬁlm
was made possible.
The ﬁlm playback
songs have been
provided by
Arﬁn Rana,
Sayoni Palit,
Abratanu
S h a r m a ,
Gourav Sarkar,
S r i r u p a
Samanta and
Premananda
Baul.
T
h
e
Production
management has

been undertaken by
Bikash Sarkar.
PIX: PRADIP BOSE

Craze

Hunt

in association with

Grooming Partner

Organized by

vent

rchi tec t

9836763558 / 65140244
T&C Apply. The decision of the organizer is ﬁnal and binding.
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Jammu & Kashmir Hosts
Special Olympics Bharat
BY SAGNIK CHOWDHURY

The 10th Rashtriya
Riﬂes Battalions and
Jammu and Kashmir Police
organized a special
tournament in collaboration
with Special Olympics
Bharat - J&K Chapter. The
tournament was held at
Government Higher
Secondary School (Boys)
Doda on May 27, 2015.
Shakti Raj Parihar,
MLA (Doda) was the chief
guest on the occasion, who
inaugurated the tournament
in presence of Second in
Command Kailash Jha
(10th Rashtriya Riﬂes
Battalions), Bhupinder
Kumar (Deputy
Commissioner, Doda), Z N
Manhas (Senior
Superintendent of Police,
Doda), Dr. Ashwani Jojra
(President, Special
Olympic Bharat J&K) and
Ta n v e e r A h m e d Wa n i
(Principal, Government
Higher Secondary School
(Boys) Doda).
Shakti Raj Parihar
(MLA) inaugurated the
tournament. He appreciated
the initiative of the
organizers and said, "there
is need to carry on such
special tournaments for the
disabled and provide them a
suitable platform to exhibit
their sporting talent and
enable them to compete in
such events, organized at
State and National Level."

Hello
Kolkata
Excellence
Award
T C V N: Hello Kolkata
Excellence Award for
'Acting' was given to Dipti
Roy, at Nandan on June 21.
Present on the occasion
were renowned scientist
Dr. Arup Mitra, social
activist Debkanya Sen,
novelist Munnakrishna
Debroy, singers Sanjeet
K a r m a k a r, D i p a D a s ,
Monotosh Chatterjee,
Manju Saha, Pratima Dutta
Roy, Sharmi, Manju Saha,
Sukanya Sen and anchor
Payel Roy Mukherjee.
Sanjeet Karmakar who
gave a solo performance,
was selected as one of the
singers for Hello Kolkata's
3rd ﬁlm "Chalte Chalte
Bindass-Camera On".

The tournament was a
part of the central
government’s scheme –
Sports and Games for
Persons with Disabilities,
Ministry of Youth Services
and Sports, Government of
India. During the
tournament, Badminton,
Volley Ball, JoJo, Wheel
Chair race and other games
were played. Students from
different local schools, also
participated to spread an
awareness.
Special Olympics is an

international organization
founded by Eunice
Kennedy Shriver, in 1968.
Special Olympics is the
w o r l d ' s l a rg e s t s p o r t s
organization for children
and adults with intellectual
disabilities, providing yearround training and
competitions to more than
4.4 million athletes in 170
countries. Special
Olympics Bharat launched
its J&K Chapter on
November 1, 2007. The
organization is dedicated in
empowering individuals,

Krishi Bikash
Shilpa Kendra
T C V N: Krishi Bikash
Shilpa Kendra with its
ofﬁce at Sainthia, Birbhum
undertakes various social
works and village
development projects.
Amar Dam, CEO
added, "KBSK was
stunned by a report of a
leading Bengali daily about
a certain person called
'Tarun Banerjee' claiming
to be the CEO.”
The ofﬁcials moved
courts and conﬁrmed that
Amar Dam won all legal
rights. Tarun Banerjee,
whose claim have lost
repeated legal battles
created confusion and the
ofﬁcials want the
authorities to take
appropriate actions against
Banerjee.
The ofﬁcials claim that
on several instances of
court verdicts it is proved
that Amar Dam is the actual
person in charge of KBSK.
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Swarn Drishti Path,
End To Social
Malpractice
BY BABU DUBEY

Sūrya Namaskāra
Surya Namaskara is a
common sequence of asanas;
which incorporates asana,
pranayama, mantra and chakra
meditation. Historically it is
widely believed in the state of
Maharashtra that Shivaji
Maharaj, Sage Samarth
Ramdas and the Marathas
have performed Surya
Namaskara as a physical
exercise to develop able
bodies. Surya Namaskara, like
most asanas, is recommended
to be performed on an empty
stomach; recommended at
least two hours of gap after
eating and before performing
the namaskara. It is generally
practiced in the morning
facing East or in the evening
facing West. It has 12 speciﬁc
Bījas (seeds), chanted
mentally while performing
each asana.

Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh drew the attention of
both children and adults its members towards the
with intellectual disabilities m a l p r a c t i c e o f
to become physically ﬁt, untouchability. Considering
increase their motor skills, discrimination, based on
gain self conﬁdence and castes as among the major
develop positive self- cause of differences in the
society it's afﬁliations,
image.
Parihar added "these Vishwa Hindu Parishad sets
games were designed to 2025 as the deadline to end
judge the participants’ u n t o u c h a b i l i t y a n d
athletic achievements and discrimination.
VHP initialized to end
not their disability. Such
initiatives provide a chance caste-based discrimination at
to these children with r e l i g i o u s p l a c e s . T h e
special needs to heal their organization have decided to
injuries and take part in the organize special campaign,
games. It enhances their Swarna Drishtipath 2025.
The campaign will primarily
conﬁdence and ability.”
1) Praṇāmāsana (Añjali
Dr. Ashwani Jojra said, focus on eradicating “social
Mudrā) is performed with
"Special Olympics Bharat malpractice.”
an exhale, by pressing the
Surendra Jain, Joint
aims at exploring the
palms of the hands
hidden talent of persons General Secretary (VHP)
together. The ﬁngers are
w i t h I n t e l l e c t u a l said "Our organization will
together with ﬁngertips
pointing up. The hands
Disabilities. We hope for campaign with the ‘samrasta
are pressed together
bright future of these toli’ (group for equality), to
ﬁrmly and evenly.
special athletics. We are the villages and those areas of
committed in bringing t h e c i t i e s w h e r e 2) Hasta Uttanasana is
hand raised and joined,
proper rehabilitation of discrimination based on caste
w
hile standing and,
persons with intellectuality is more prominent and,
slowly inhale.
disabilities, to glorify their appeal to the people to not
live in the society. We need restrict member of some 3) H a s t a P a a d a s a n a
consists of standing with
to reach out to every corner particular caste on sharing
feet together, then hinging
of the state to elevate the w a t e r b o d i e s , e n t e r i n g
forward from the hips,
status of intellectually religious places and put an
letting the head hang,
disabled persons and their end to caste-based cremation
with palms placed ﬂat on
the ﬂoor near the feet and,
families, by encouraging g r o u n d s . C a s t e - b a s e d
slowly exhale. The asana
them through the medium cremation grounds create
provides a complete
atmosphere of division in the
of Sports.
stretch to the entire back
R a j j o D e v i w a s society. The campaign also
of the body, particularly
declared as the Ambassador includes social gatherings of
the hamstrings.
of Special Olympics Bharat renowned members of the
- J&K Chapter for Doda society in which people, 4) Aek Paad prasarnaasana can refer to any
District. She sung the irrespective of their castes
position of the human
inaugural song “e wattan e will be invited to take meals
body where one leg is
wattan hum ko teri kasam”. and discuss together.
positioned forward with

Are You
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for
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Event Architect is one of the leading public relations and event
management companies in Kolkata. It provides the best event
management, pr solutions designed to ‘spread your words within
your budget’. The company is well equipped with modern
infrastructure to cater the most competitive and, the most
reliable brand solutions.
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5)

knee bent and foot ﬂat on
the ground while the other
leg is positioned behind,
lift head; slowly inhale.
A d h o M u k h a
Śvānāsana is performed
with a deep exhale,
position the hands and
foot stretched on the ﬂoor,
ﬁngers spread wide, the
spine straightened and
relaxed.
Ashtanga Namaskara is
performed by lowering
the feet, knees, palms,
chest and chin parallel to
the ground, the hip and
abdomen is slightly raised
up. While performing this
pose the breath is held
outside and the breathing
is stopped for few
seconds.
Bhujaṅgāsana is the
position with palms and
legs on the ﬂoor, the chest
is lifted; deep inhale.
Repeat Adho Mukha
Śvānāsana [5]
Ashwa Sanchalanasana
- Repeat Aek Paad
prasarna-asana [4]
Uttanasana - Repeat
Hasta Paadasana [3]
Repeat Hasta
Uttanasana [2]
Repeat Pranamasana
[1]
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